CHAPTER 13

LARGE AND IN CHARGE
Civil-Military Relations under Xi Jinping

By Phillip C. Saunders and Joel Wuthnow

C

hinese military modernization has made impressive strides
in the past decade.1 The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has

achieved progress in key technological areas, ranging from pre-

cision-guided missiles to advanced surface ships and fighter aircraft; PLA
personnel are more highly trained and skilled, capable of carrying out
increasingly complex operations near to and farther away from China’s
shores; and Chinese military doctrine has been updated to emphasize
modern, joint maneuver warfare on a high-tech battlefield.2 This progress
has been undergirded by significant increases in Chinese defense spending
every year since 1990.3 Taken together, these changes better enable the PLA
to fight what the U.S. Department of Defense describes as “short-duration,
high-intensity regional conflicts.”4
As the title of a 2015 RAND report suggests, however, PLA modernization has been “incomplete.”5 Among the major weaknesses outlined
in that report is the PLA’s antiquated organizational structure, which had
experienced few major changes since the 1950s. Key problems include the
lack of a permanent joint command and control (C2) structure, inadequate central supervision—which bred corruption, lowered morale, and
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inhibited the development of a professional force—and institutional
barriers in the defense research and development (R&D) process.6 Prior
military reforms made only limited and incremental adjustments to the
PLA’s structure; more comprehensive reform efforts stalled in the face of
bureaucratic resistance.
Since the early 1990s, PLA reformers had argued for comprehensive
changes to the military’s structure. There were two basic reasons. First
was the trend of modern warfare toward joint operations, most notably in
the maritime and aerospace domains. This required the PLA to rebalance
from the army to the navy and air force, and to institute a joint C2 structure
that could integrate the capabilities of all the services as well as command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets. The need to conduct effective joint operations in multiple
domains only increased as China’s national economic and political interests
expanded outward to the maritime periphery and, later, to a global scale.7
Second, the general departments and military regions had amassed too
much power and were too poorly supervised, leading to growing financial
waste and corruption throughout the force. This, in turn, raised serious
concerns about PLA combat readiness and proficiency.8
To address these problems, the PLA embarked on a series of institutional reforms during the Central Military Commission (CMC)
chairmanships of Jiang Zemin (1989–2004) and Hu Jintao (2004–2012).
Important changes included reducing the PLA’s size by 500,000 in 1997
and 200,000 in 2003; establishing a professional noncommissioned corps
(NCO) in 1998; increasing resources to the navy, air force, and Second
Artillery Force in 2004; and restructuring the research, development, and
acquisition process in 1998.9 However, more fundamental changes to the
PLA’s C2 and administrative structure eluded reformers. Resistance to
change was likely strongest among the potential losers of reform, including
the ground forces and general departments. Moreover, the relative weakness
of Jiang and Hu within the military made bureaucratic opposition much
harder to overcome.10
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Conversely, Xi Jinping has been willing to invest significant amounts
of time and political capital in pushing forward an ambitious PLA reform
agenda. Prior to the initiation of the reforms, Xi’s signature military initiative was the directive that the PLA must focus on “fighting and winning
an informationized war.”11 Xi appears to place a high personal priority on
sovereignty and territorial disputes; a more effective military would be an
important tool in strengthening China’s ability to resolve these disputes
on favorable terms.
Revelations about widespread corruption within the PLA and the
limited authority that former CMC Chairman Hu wielded over senior
PLA officers also raised important questions about Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) control over the military.12 The corollary to Mao Zedong’s
dictum that “political power grows from the barrel of a gun” is that “the
Party must always control the gun.” The extent of corruption within the
PLA—and the fact that neither political ideology nor existing supervisory mechanisms could control it—was evidence that Party control
over the PLA had eroded, perhaps to dangerous levels. More broadly, Xi
appears to believe that emphasizing ideological conformity and obedience to Party central leadership are necessary conditions for continued
CCP rule.
A final point involves the extent to which Xi seeks to overturn the
norms of CCP collective leadership that Deng Xiaoping painstakingly
constructed.13 Given Xi’s apparent desire to build his personal power at
the expense of collective leadership norms, the military is an area where
he (as the sole member of the Politburo Standing Committee with direct
responsibility for military issues) has important advantages over potential political rivals. If Xi’s efforts to reassert CCP control over the PLA
also build his personal authority over the military and create a senior
officer corps that is personally loyal to him, this would be an important
political asset.
This chapter is organized in four parts. The first section examines
problems in civil-military relations in China from a historical, theoretical,
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and empirical perspective. It focuses on identifying the problems that PLA
reforms are intended to solve: ineffective information-sharing between
military and civilian authorities, corruption and cronyism, and a perceived
waning of ideological commitment to Party ideals and values within the
PLA. The second section examines how specific organizational and political
aspects of the reforms are intended to address these problems. Given that
the reforms will adversely affect the organizational and personal interests
of some parts of the PLA and some PLA senior leaders, reformers anticipated resistance. The third section examines some of the political tools and
tactics that Xi has used to push reforms through. The conclusion assesses
whether this political strategy is likely to succeed in building a PLA that is
more capable of executing joint operations to “fight and win wars” and in
reasserting CCP control—and perhaps Xi’s personal authority—over the
Chinese military.

Problems in Chinese Civil-Military Relations
A key dilemma for civil-military relations is how to build an army strong
enough to fight and win the nation’s wars that does not pose a threat to a
civilian regime or social order.14 In mature democracies, the problem is
often alleviated by military professionalism and broad acceptance of the
principle of civilian control, aided by institutions such as legislative oversight, the rule of law, and a free press.15 In these circumstances, militaries
can serve as a professional warfighting force but are constrained in the
extent to which they can (or desire to) interfere in domestic politics. In
transitional democracies and some civilian-led authoritarian states, the
problem is more acute because of weak social norms and weak institutions
limiting military encroachment into internal affairs. Indeed, in many cases
the military played a pivotal role not only in the founding of the regime but
also in post-revolutionary governance.16 Getting the military out of politics
in such cases is no easy feat.
Chinese reformers have learned firsthand how difficult it can be to
extricate the military from political affairs. During the Mao era, the PLA
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played a key role in elite politics as well as in domestic governance. Uniformed officers held high Party posts and on occasion became so powerful
(and had ideas so divergent from Mao’s) that they had to be purged, as in
the cases of Peng Dehuai and Lin Biao. The military also played a role in
social and economic affairs at the grassroots level, most notably during
the Cultural Revolution.17 During this period, shared belief in Marxism-Leninism by civilian and military elites helped CCP leaders exercise
what Samuel Huntington called “subjective control” over the PLA.18
Common ideology and objectives were reinforced by “objective control”
measures such as the political commissar system and the CMC, which
gave the top CCP civilian leader formal authority over military decisions.
Following Mao’s death, Deng Xiaoping and his co-reformers sought to
reduce the military’s role in political affairs, including encouraging the
PLA to focus on its professional military responsibilities. However, this
required an uneasy bargain in which the PLA was granted significant
autonomy over its own affairs and given compensation for limited defense
budgets in the 1980s by being granted permission to engage in a range of
commercial activities.19 Reduced oversight and encouragement to participate in China’s booming civilian economy proved to be a potent recipe
for wide-scale corruption.
Deng’s successors, Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, had to wrestle with
the consequences of this bargain. Both Jiang and Hu sought to make the
PLA into a more competent warfighting force, as well as to revise China’s
national security architecture to cope with a more diverse set of security challenges, but neither was able to fully implement their plans. For
instance, Jiang’s 1998 decision to remove the PLA from business ventures
was only partially successful, as many of these enterprises were simply
transferred to close relatives of senior officers.20 The creation of a National
Security Council (NSC)-like entity, which Jiang and Hu both supported in
order to produce more effective responses to regional crises, was stunted
in part due to the PLA’s unwillingness to share information with civilian officials or coordinate with civilian ministries.21 The problem was
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exacerbated by Jiang and Hu’s lack of knowledge of military affairs and
limited influence within the military; neither had served in the PLA nor
had significant ties to it.
Thus, Xi Jinping inherited a military that was making incremental
progress toward jointness and where Party control over the PLA had eroded
significantly in some areas. Xi recognized that the lack of effective civilian
(and especially Party) oversight limited the military’s ability to become a
truly professional force focused on fighting and winning wars. At worst, the
military might not follow the Party’s orders in the event of a national crisis.
This was especially worrisome given the perception that China was facing
increasing national security challenges both at home and abroad, such as separatism, maritime disputes, and strategic challenges from the United States.22
Xi wrestled with several distinct but interrelated civil-military challenges. These included the military’s reluctance to share information and
intelligence with civilian authorities, corruption and cronyism, and a
perceived waning of ideological commitment to Party ideals and values
within the PLA. These challenges are discussed in turn.
Information-Sharing
As part of the Deng Xiaoping–era bargain that reduced the PLA’s political
role, the military was granted extensive autonomy to manage its own affairs.
From the “principal-agent” perspective, this autonomy created a number of
information asymmetries between the Party (the “principal”) and PLA (as
its “agent”).23 Civilian Party elites had limited insight and control over the
PLA’s internal finances, R&D activities, and perhaps even some operational
decisions. The fact that a significant share of PLA revenue was coming from
“off-budget” commercial activities before the 1998 divestiture reduced the
effectiveness of budgets as an instrument of civilian control. The PLA also
kept tight control over military intelligence and information about Chinese
military capabilities and operations as a bureaucratic advantage, and it
was often reluctant to share this information with either senior leaders or
civilian ministries (such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which occupied
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a lower bureaucratic grade). At the heart of the problem was an extremely
thin institutional nexus between the civilian Party elite and PLA—only the
CMC Chairman himself bridged this divide.24
Limited information-sharing contributed to a number of secondary
civil-military problems. The first was prolific corruption and financial mismanagement within the PLA (discussed below). Second was the inability of
senior leaders to anticipate and manage key decisions and announcements
from the PLA. Two prominent examples were the negative international
response to the January 2007 test of an antisatellite weapon, which appeared
to catch Hu and other civilian officials off guard, and the January 2011
test of a J-20 stealth fighter, which led to a diplomatic kerfuffle as it coincided with the visit of U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates to Beijing.
Although there are several possible explanations for these incidents, the
most convincing is simply that Hu and his advisors were not kept abreast
of the specific operational details and timing of the tests.25 This does not
mean that the PLA had gone rogue, but, as PLA expert Andrew Scobell
argues, does suggest that it was able to act roguishly—or in a way that
caused embarrassment to top Party officials.26
A third problem was China’s limited ability to coordinate effective
civil-military responses to domestic and foreign crises. One of the key
drivers for proposals to institute a Chinese NSC was the perception of
weak and ineffective whole-of-government responses to incidents such as
the May 1999 accidental North Atlantic Treaty Organization bombing of
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade and the April 2001 collision of U.S. and
Chinese military aircraft in the South China Sea.27 Part of the problem, as
already noted, was the PLA’s bureaucratic disincentive to share military
information and cooperate with civilian ministries. To be sure, the military
was represented on the National Security Leading Small Group, which was
intended to facilitate stronger coordination, but this was only an ad hoc
arrangement with little institutional support and no ability to compel the
PLA to share information or respond to requests from civilian agencies.
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Corruption and Cronyism
Another legacy of Deng’s bargain with the PLA was ineffective external (as
well as internal) supervision of the military, often resulting in corruption
and mismanagement. The most well-known examples of graft within the
PLA are those that came to light following the anti-corruption campaign
initiated by Xi and his colleagues at the end of 2012 (which was not limited
to the PLA but covered the entire Party apparatus and state organizations
as well). Those cases involve investigation and purges from the Party of
high-ranking cadres such as former CMC vice chairmen Xu Caihou and
Guo Boxiong, and former General Logistics Department deputy director
Gu Junshan, who was suspected of selling military ranks. However, corruption was found at many levels of the PLA, and in many areas. More
quotidian examples of malfeasance include the unlawful privatizing of
military housing, disobeying traffic regulations, travelling extravagantly,
and abusing retirement benefits.28 PLA-run businesses, such as military
hospitals, were also frequent targets of corruption allegations.29
System-wide corruption had several major negative consequences for
civil-military relations. First was that Party leaders may not have been able
to rely on the PLA as an effective warfighting instrument. No military,
of course, is optimized for combat when some (if not many) of its senior
officers earned their positions through bribes rather than professional
qualifications. Second was the military’s resistance to reform. As early as
1998, then PLA Chief of the General Staff Fu Quanyou warned that substantial reforms to the PLA’s size and structure would be difficult because
they would “inevitably involve the immediate interests of numerous units
and individual officers.”30 It is likely that graft-prone parts of the PLA,
such as the political work and logistics systems, were particularly averse to
restructuring. Third were the negative effects that corruption likely had on
morale among those personnel who were genuinely interested in serving
the Party’s, rather than their own, interests.
A key factor contributing to corruption in the PLA was the lack of
effective self-policing. At a theoretical level, authoritarian regimes often
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try to overcome principal-agent problems and concomitant information
asymmetry through two means: creating quasi-independent supervisory
mechanisms, such as secret police, and by instituting rules and norms
intended to shape behavior toward that preferred by the regime.31 The
PLA attempted both techniques, but with limited results. First, beginning
in its formative period in the 1920s, the PLA developed an “interlocking
and reinforcing” system of political commissars, Party committees, and
discipline inspection commissions. These helped to ensure Party control
by, respectively, ensuring that Party decisions were followed at each level,
managing appointments, and investigating violations of rules governing
Party members in the PLA.32 Because these “objective” mechanisms to
control the military were all implemented by PLA officers, their effectiveness depended on political commissars acting as loyal members of the
Party (that is, having the correct “subjective” political values and interests)
rather than pursuing their individual or PLA institutional interests. Instead
of objective and subjective control mechanisms being mutually reinforcing, failure of the subjective mechanisms eroded the effectiveness of the
objective mechanisms. The widespread incidence of corruption in the PLA
demonstrated that these control mechanisms were not effective and that in
some cases, such as graft in the promotion system, the supposed monitors
were complicit in the problem.33
A second effort to strengthen objective control mechanisms, beginning in the 1980s, involved efforts to regularize [zhenggui hua, 正规化]
the PLA by instituting laws and regulations governing military activities.
This was part of a larger transformation of governance in China from a
system based on fiat [renzhi, 人制] to one based on laws [fazhi, 法制] that
was designed to prevent abuses of power and promote better management
of Party and state affairs. Hence, the Party restored military ranks (which
had been eliminated during the Cultural Revolution) in the late 1980s, and
issued regulations on issues such as recruitment, promotions, retirement,
procurement, and auditing.34 Figure 1 depicts the increase in laws and
regulations from 1998 to 2012. However, cultivating a rule of law within
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Figure 1. Increase of PLA Laws and Regulations, 1998–2012
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the PLA was bedeviled by various obstacles. As Chinese law expert Susan
Finder notes, those problems include the lack of professionalization of
military courts and prosecutors, gaps in military legislation, isolation of
the military judicial system from its civilian counterpart, and perhaps most
seriously, commanders who think that “their word is law.”35
Ideological Laxity
The most nebulous, but also perhaps the most nefarious, problem in China’s
civil-military relations involved concerns about the Party’s waning ideological appeal within the PLA. In Huntingtonian terms, this suggested a decline
in the Party’s subjective control of the army. Speaking at the November
2014 Gutian political work conference—held at the site of a 1929 gathering
that cemented the PLA’s status as subordinate to the Party—Xi stated that
the most fundamental political problems were ideological, including those
related to “ideals and beliefs,” “Party spirit,” and “revolutionary spirit.”36
A PLA Daily commentary published shortly thereafter stated that the root
of the ideological malaise was the clash of competing value systems, in
which the ideas of PLA members are becoming “more independent, more
selective, more changeable, and more diversified.”37 Although not explicit,
this certainly refers to concerns about foreign, and especially Western,
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ideological influence both in the PLA and in the larger society (from which
the military draws its personnel).
Of greatest concern for Party leaders were signs of a renewed discourse
of nationalization [guojia hua, 国家化] and depoliticization [fei zhengzhi
hua, 非政治化] in the PLA. A 2014 essay in the Party’s flagship journal
Qiushi explained that the idea of rebranding the PLA as a national (and not
a Party) army has blurred the understanding of “some officers and men” in
the PLA about the principle of the Party’s “absolute leadership” over the military. The author stated that “some” have also “blindly admired” Western
models of civil-military relations, in which armies serve national goals, and
not those of individual political parties. If those ideas gained prominence,
the PLA would “lose its soul” and thus its ability to defend the Party.38
These arguments are not new, but rather rooted in the Party’s anxieties
about the impact of Western influence—an inevitable consequence of China’s economic opening—on the Party’s grip on power. The case of the Soviet
Union, in which a similar opening contributed to the end of one-party
rule, is never far out of mind. Regarding the PLA, concerns peaked during
the 1989 Tiananmen crisis, when some PLA units refused to obey orders
to disperse the student protesters. This was blamed on unnamed Western
conspirators as well as on ousted Party General Secretary Zhao Ziyang,
whose alleged support for “nationalization” of the army was believed to
have weakened Party control.39 The crisis led to an increased emphasis on
political work in the PLA, including a major emphasis on the Party’s “absolute leadership” of the military. In the ensuing years, the same themes were
stressed at regular intervals. In 2007, for instance, CMC Vice Chairman
Cao Gangchuan argued that “some hostile forces” had made it their goal
to “separate the military from the Party leadership,” while in 2011 CMC
member Li Jinai blamed “domestic and foreign hostile forces” for spreading
similar ideas.40 Xi’s comments at the Gutian conference and elsewhere are
fully consistent with this pattern.
Whether the problem of ideological laxity has become more serious
since Xi took office is difficult to assess. Senior PLA officers continue
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to ritualistically proclaim their loyalty to Xi and the Party in speeches
and meetings. It is not clear who, if anyone, in the PLA actually supports
delinking the PLA from the Party.41 Nevertheless, there are two reasons to
think that Xi’s exhortations are more than a simple reminder. First is the
declining relevance of Marxism as a guiding concept within the Party-state
(witness, for instance, senior PLA officers who spend as much time purchasing luxury goods as they do attending meetings on their visits to the
United States). Second is the increasing role of nationalism as a growing
ideological force within China. CCP leaders have tried to compensate for
the declining relevance of Marxist ideology by positioning the Party as the
only vehicle for fulfilling nationalist goals such as building China into a
powerful and respected state and resolving outstanding territorial disputes,
including the status of Taiwan. However, this approach means that support
for the Party based on nationalism is conditional on its performance in
achieving nationalist goals. It is not hard to imagine deep resentment within
the PLA toward leaders viewed as unduly soft toward China’s perceived
enemies and perhaps even talk about ineffectual Party leaders as national
traitors [maiguozei, 卖国贼]. That does not mean that a nationalist coup is
likely as in the Soviet Union in 1991, but it does mean that the Party has to
continually reassert its influence in the army.

Structural and Procedural Changes
An initial sign of Xi’s intent to strengthen Party control over the PLA came
at the Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress in November 2013. At the
plenum, the Party decided in general terms to upgrade management of the
PLA, noting the need for more effective leadership, bureaucratic processes
(such as those related to the PLA’s personnel, budgetary, and procurement
systems), and laws and regulations. In addition, the plenum sought to
better integrate the military into the broader national security system by
creating a national security council (NSC).42 These changes were designed
to increase objective control in the PLA by reducing the problems of limited information-sharing and corruption. At the same time, there was an
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added emphasis on political work in the PLA, as evidenced by Xi’s speech
at the Gutian conference. This sought to strengthen subjective control,
especially by reiterating Party loyalty within the army. Party control was
also strengthened by changes to the personnel assignment system featuring more frequent rotation of senior officers. This section discusses these
changes.
Improving Information Flows
Two sets of structural changes were designed to increase the Party’s ability to understand and control PLA activities. First was disbanding the 4
general departments and replacing them with a new system of 15 offices,
departments, and commissions reporting directly to the CMC. This is
depicted in figure 2. This change was intended to reduce the influence of
the general departments, which had become powerful enough to limit the
CMC’s ability to exercise “unified command” over the military.43 Specific
functions previously ensconced within the general departments, such as
training, mobilization, and strategic planning, were placed under direct
CMC control. Moreover, as discussed below, supervisory organs including
the Audit Office, Political and Legal Affairs Commission, and Discipline
Inspection Commission also became direct CMC reports. This meant that
information on PLA affairs that once would have gone through the general
departments (and thus was subject to manipulation) would now be able to
Figure 2.
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reach CMC members directly.
A second change was the establishment of the NSC. Although the
Third Plenum was vague about the nature of this organization, the Politburo soon clarified that it is a Party organ under the Central Committee
and that it would be led by Xi. The two vice chairmen are the second- and
third-ranking Party members (currently Li Keqiang and Li Zhanshu).
Although perhaps focused more on internal than external challenges,
the NSC is designed to improve information-sharing and coordination
between the PLA and civilian agencies, which if successful could increase
the chances for effective crisis response. The organization will do this by
maintaining a permanent structure, unlike the ad hoc National Security
Leading Small Group, and by including PLA representation at a senior level
and as staff liaisons.44 Anecdotally, the NSC has already begun to improve
information flows by forwarding situation reports from the PLA’s East
China Sea joint operations command center to senior Party officials.45
However, these changes are at best only a partial solution to the information asymmetries inherent in Party-army relations. One problem is
that the PLA still retains control of military intelligence and information
about military capabilities and operations, and it can decide what information to share with civilian Party elites. Another problem is that the
institutional nexus between Party and PLA remains thin, located mainly
in Xi’s hands. The reforms did not increase the involvement of civilians
in military affairs (though it might be expected that Xi’s successor, when
named, could become a CMC vice chairman).46 A third challenge is that
significant power over diverse issues remains in the hands of the general
departments’ successor organizations, namely the CMC Joint Staff, Political Work, Logistics Support, and Equipment Development departments.
Those departments have considerable bureaucratic clout and opportunities
to shape the decisionmaking agenda.
Reducing Corruption
The PLA also enacted a series of structural reforms to reduce corruption
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and promote more effective internal governance. A first change came in
October 2014, when the PLA Audit Office was returned to the CMC from
the General Logistics Department, where it had resided since 1992. The
office’s director explained that the transfer was meant to enhance “independence, authority, and effectiveness” of auditors within the military, allowing
for greater supervision of “high-level leading organs and cadres.”47 A PLA
Daily report noted that, between 2013 and 2015, the office had audited 4,024
cadres at or above the Regiment Leader level, resulting in 21 dismissals,
hundreds of demotions and other penalties, and recovery of 12.1 billion
RMB (approximately $1.9 billion in 2018 U.S. dollars) in losses due to waste
and mismanagement.48
Further changes were made as part of a CMC reorganization announced
in January 2016. The Discipline Inspection Commission, which had been
part of the General Political Department (GPD) since 1990, was returned
to the CMC. The PLA also announced that teams of discipline inspectors
had been created and would be conducting investigations of Party members
across the PLA, just as the Central Discipline Inspection Commission has
conducted investigations of Party members in the civilian bureaucracy and in
state-owned enterprises as part of Xi’s anti-corruption campaign. CMC Vice
Chairman Xu Qiliang encouraged the inspectors to “take advantage of their
new standing” within the PLA to verify “officers’ political loyalty, power, and
responsibility.”49 In addition, hotlines were established so that military members could anonymously report Party violations to the Discipline Inspection
Commission.50 On January 15, 2018, the PLA formally issued a new CMC
Inspection Work Regulation governing the discipline inspection process and
specifying the responsibilities of the CMC Inspection Work Leading Small
Group, its subsidiary inspection groups, and similar bodies established in the
services and the People’s Armed Police.51 Another organizational change was
the transfer of the Political and Legal Affairs Commission, responsible for
military courts and prosecutors, from the GPD to the CMC.
These reforms were potentially useful because they extricated supervisory functions from the corruption-prone general departments and gave
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investigators, judges, and auditors greater bureaucratic independence from
those they were supposed to be supervising. Status as part of the CMC also
gave these units more authority and allowed CMC leaders (including Xi)
to exercise tighter control. This was not so much an innovation as a return
to the earlier system of “interlocking” directorates in which the Party
maintained several distinct channels of control.52 In this respect, the Audit
Office, Discipline Inspection Commission, and Political and Legal Affairs
Commission will reinforce the political commissar and Party committee
systems (which reside in the Political Work Department, successor to
the GPD). Taken together, this could result in a greater ability to identify,
investigate, prevent, and punish corruption at higher levels of the PLA,
especially in the former general departments. However, a key limitation is
the continued lack of significant external checks on PLA activities (such as
a free press or independent legislative oversight). To the extent that there is
corruption within the auditing, discipline inspection, and military judicial
systems themselves, structural changes will have little impact.
A related area of change was the announcement of new regulations
designed to strengthen the rule of law within the PLA and encourage a
stronger professional ethos among servicemembers. One important development was new restrictions on the PLA’s ability to engage in commercial
activities, such as accepting civilian patients in PLA hospitals, leasing
warehouses, and contracting out military construction units.53 This helped
to close loopholes that allowed the PLA to stay in business despite the 1998
divestiture. In addition, rules were promulgated to prevent garish displays
of power by PLA officers, such as use of military license plates to avoid
traffic laws, use of luxury cars, opulent banquets, and excessive foreign
travel.54 Still other regulations targeted the personnel system by mandating
dismissal of officers on the basis of incompetence and clarifying retirement
ages.55 This was meant to pave the way for a younger, more capable and
professional officer corps. Nevertheless, concerns remained about the efficacy of such laws. CMC Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang noted that “We need to
correct the phenomenon of having law but not enforcing it, not enforcing
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the law strictly, and not pursuing those who break the law.”56
Improving Ideological Commitment
A third area of efforts to increase Party control is in the ideological
arena. A key feature of the PLA’s political work in recent years has been a
renewed emphasis on the principle that the “Party commands the gun.”
As early as the 18th Party Congress in November 2012, the CMC reiterated that the PLA must “unswervingly uphold the absolute leadership
of the Party over the army,” guarantee “absolute loyalty and reliability,”
and support the new generation of Party officials under Xi.57 Xi himself
stressed the same themes at the November 2014 Gutian political work
conference and elsewhere.58 At the same time, the CMC highlighted the
need for “reliable” Party cadres in the army, defined in one document as
those who have “resolute” political views, carry out military and political
orders “without hesitation,” and are able to resist “incorrect ideological
trends.”59 Senior PLA officers were also required to biaotai, or publicly
pledge their dedication to the Party and its leadership.60
There is nothing inherently unique about the recent emphasis on Party
loyalty in the PLA. The fact that this theme reappeared after the 18th Party
Congress does not imply specific concerns about disloyalty to the Party or
to Xi personally within the army (although it is impossible to rule out such
concerns). Rather, it is consistent with a pattern established in the immediate post-Tiananmen era of periodic political campaigns deemed necessary
to ensure that Party control does not waver—or what David Finkelstein
calls the “re-redding” of the PLA.61 Indeed, a CMC instruction on political
work released in January 2015 reaffirmed the need to “forge the soul” of the
army to follow Party commands, requiring continued ideological education
at all levels, but “especially in the upper echelons.”62 Hence, even as officer
training and promotion criteria increasingly stress operational capabilities,
the need for Party education and bona fides will remain central to the PLA’s
personnel system. Indeed, one PLA officer suggested in a 2017 conversation
that political loyalty has become the most important factor in promotions.
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A secondary emphasis of PLA political work has been on reinvigorating
support for Marxist principles. Overall, the CMC requires that the army be
educated with the “important theories of communism and socialism with
Chinese characteristics,” in addition to the specific principles exhorted by
Xi.63 This has led to an emphasis on socialist norms such as austerity, intraParty democracy, service to the people, criticism and self-criticism, and
upright actions.64 The goal is to instill values that counteract more self-interested impulses that give rise to materialism and ultimately to corruption
and lack of discipline. However, as already noted, the appeal of Marxism in
Chinese society has waned considerably since the 1980s. This is no less true
in the PLA, as illustrated in the extreme in cases of self-aggrandizement
such as those of Xu Caihou and Gu Junshan. PLA members might thus
vocalize support for Marxism, but it is unclear that those values are being
re-internalized to any significant degree.
Personnel Assignment Changes
A fourth aspect of efforts to tighten Party control over the PLA involves
rotating senior officers to reduce the risk of collusion between commanders
and political commissars and to break up existing patronage networks that
might facilitate corruption. Rotation is a traditional means of preventing
senior officers from developing their own local political networks that
might challenge civilian control. In the case of the PLA reforms, the assignment pattern of commanders and political commissars varied at different
levels of the ground forces. At the theater command (TC) level, four of the
five inaugural commanders were previously assigned to other military
regions, while all five of the political commissars were local. At the (newly
established) TC army level, four of the five commanders were local, while
all of the political commissars rotated from other military regions. At the
group army level, almost all of the commanders of the group armies were
transferred from other military regions, while most of the political commissars were from the local area.65
This pattern of personnel assignments balanced the benefits of famil536
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iarity with the operating area and subordinate officers with the enhanced
political control provided by transferring officers to new locations and
breaking up existing patronage networks. These rotations meant that
in most cases the commander and political commissar did not have an
existing personal relationship and were therefore less likely to trust each
other and engage in corrupt behavior. They also meant that if a theater
commander contemplated ordering subordinate ground units to engage
in unauthorized activity, the operational chain of command included a
TC army commander and group army commanders that he did not know
well. Taken as a whole, this pattern of senior officer assignments enhanced
Party control and the supervision provided by the political commissar system, but likely at some cost to operational effectiveness because the theater
commander, political commissar, and subordinate commanders were all
unfamiliar with each other.

Xi’s Political Strategy for Implementing Reforms
PLA reformers have advocated structural reforms since the early 1990s,
but previous reform efforts (including some backed by Jiang Zemin and
Hu Jintao) were stymied by bureaucratic opposition within the PLA. How
has Xi Jinping succeeded where his predecessors failed? Xi has employed
a number of tools and tactics to pursue the reform goals of building a
PLA that can fight and win informationized wars by improving its joint
operations capability and strengthening CCP control over the PLA. This
section describes the elements of Xi’s political strategy and the political
tools available to pursue his military reform agenda.
Embed Military Reforms in a Broader Reform Agenda
Key elements of the military reforms were unveiled in the Third Plenum
decision document approved by the Central Committee in November
2013.66 The plenum not only identified key areas of military reform, but
also sent a powerful message that fundamental organizational changes to
the PLA were an important part of China’s overall national reforms and
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were widely supported by the top CCP leadership. By embedding the PLA
reforms in a broader reform agenda, and elevating the decision mechanism
to the Central Committee level (where the power of PLA senior leaders was
diffused), Xi made it harder for potential opponents to resist the reforms.
As one PLA officer noted, incorporating military reforms into the national
reform agenda elevated military reform “to the will of the Party and act
of state.”67 The plenum decision document outlined key aspects of the
reforms, sometimes in vague terms that indicated the desired direction of
change without providing specific details. This is an effective device for
building consensus on the reform agenda while deferring divisive internal
debates (for example, over which services would gain or lose personnel in
the PLA restructuring).
Emphasize Xi’s Personal Involvement
Xi has used his personal involvement in the reform process to demonstrate
his commitment to making the reforms succeed. Widely considered the
most powerful Chinese leader since Deng Xiaoping, Xi has invested his time
and attention to military matters in ways that his predecessors Jiang Zemin
and Hu Jintao did not.68 For example, in his first 3 years as CMC chairman
(November 2012–December 2015), Xi made 53 publicized appearances at
military events. During the equivalent period of time from 2004–2007, Hu
made only 36 appearances.69 One nonauthoritative Chinese media report
claims that Xi spends a half-day every week at his CMC office, in contrast
to Hu, who rarely used his office.70 Moreover, as Nan Li argues, Xi’s more
assertive leadership style has allowed him to exert greater influence within
the PLA than either Jiang or Hu.71 Xi has also highlighted the “CMC chairmanship responsibility system,” which emphasizes that he bears ultimate
responsibility over all military matters.
Xi has used his positions as chairman of the CMC and chairman of the
CMC Leading Small Group on military reform established in January 2014
to lead efforts to flesh out the details of military restructuring, including
chairing meetings to study the feasibility of various options.72 More than 20
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working groups were established under the CMC to research and consider
various aspects of the reforms, with extensive consultations with military
and civilian units at various levels and more than 150 revisions of the
reform plan.73 Xi personally announced the first details on the reforms at
a military parade in Beijing in September 2015, stating that the PLA’s size
would be reduced by 300,000 by the end of 2017, bringing total personnel
down from 2.3 to 2 million.74 In November 2015, he chaired the CMC
meeting that adopted the detailed reform plan.75
Since the reforms were announced, Xi has been personally involved in
pushing them forward. One means involved making formal speeches to military audiences to launch key elements of the reforms, including a December
27, 2015, speech at the PLA newspaper Jiefangjun Bao and a major address
on the reforms to CMC and senior PLA leaders at a December 31, 2015,
ceremony to establish the army as a separate service, rename the Second
Artillery as the Rocket Force and elevate it to full service status, and stand
up the Strategic Support Force.76 Xi met with the leaders of the new services
and personally awarded them banners to serve as symbols of their services.77
He made a similar appearance and speech at a January 11, 2016, ceremony
to establish the reorganized CMC with its new departments, commissions,
and offices.78 Xi used these appearances and a photo opportunity at the CMC
joint operations command center to highlight the missions and importance
of the new services and the reorganized CMC and to reinforce his authority
as CMC chairman and his personal commitment to the reforms. He also led
a 2-day conference on military reform in December 2016 that reaffirmed the
need for a smaller, more agile military.79
Since Xi himself cannot be personally involved at all times and in all
aspects of the reforms, he has installed trusted agents within the PLA who can
ensure that his instructions are being followed. One such individual is Lieutenant General Qin Shengxiang, director of the CMC General Office from
December 2012 until September 2017, who was also dual-hatted as director of
the new CMC Reform and Organization Office, which has a leading role in
formulating reform plans and ensuring implementation.80 Another key figure
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is Major General Zhong Shaojun, who has been a senior civilian aide to Xi
since Xi’s time as Zhejiang Party secretary. When Xi became CMC chairman,
Zhong was given a military rank of senior colonel and designated as CMC
General Office deputy director and director of Xi’s personal office within the
CMC. His close association to Xi and responsibilities in the General Office
likely gave him significant influence despite his relatively low formal rank
and grade.81 Major General Zhong was subsequently promoted to replace
Lieutenant General Qin as director of the CMC General Office.
Protect Senior Officers
The PLA organizational restructuring is a major transformation that saw
the end of the general departments, the transition from seven military
regions to five theater commands, and the establishment or change in
status of three services. Some senior PLA officers stayed in essentially
the same jobs under a new organization structure; others changed to new
positions, sometimes in different geographic areas. One tacit principle is
clear, however: all senior (MR-grade and above) PLA officers were given
jobs at their current grades and kept their current ranks. This proved to be a
transitional arrangement that only lasted through the personnel shifts prior
to the 19th Party Congress in October 2017, which also named a new Central
Military Commission and removed the service chiefs and directors of the
CMC Equipment Development and Logistics Support departments from
their ex officio seats on the CMC. Protecting the personal career interests of
senior PLA officers (as opposed to forcing officers whose organizations were
disestablished to retire early) is an important means of defusing opposition
to the reforms from leaders whose organizations would lose personnel,
authority, or budget in the reorganization.
Compensate Reform Losers
Despite its traditional dominance in numbers and the PLA leadership
ranks, the army has lost status, budget share, and end strength relative to
the other services in recent years. Since 2004, Chinese defense white papers
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have emphasized the need for increased funding for the navy, air force, and
Second Artillery. “Optimizing the composition of the services and arms of
the PLA” has meant reductions in “technologically backward” army units
and personnel increases for the other services.82 Most of the 300,000 troops
that will be cut from the PLA will come from army ranks, and the army is
widely perceived as the likely loser in current PLA organizational reforms.83
Elimination of the general departments and establishment of a new army
commander and headquarters reduced the army to bureaucratic equality
with the other services. The army also lost direct control of space and cyber
units, which were transferred to the new Strategic Support Force.
Nevertheless, the reforms provided compensation that may actually
have increased the army’s power, at least in the short term.84 The new joint
C2 structure gives theater commanders both wartime and peacetime
operational control over all army, navy, air force, and conventional rocket
force units within their areas of responsibility. This significantly expands
the authority of theater commanders relative to commanders of the former
military regions. All five of the initial theater commanders and four of the
five initial theater political commissars were ground force officers (and the
other political commissar has spent most of his career in the army). Giving
all the theater commander positions to army officers provided a degree of
assurance to the army, although subsequent personnel reshuffles named
navy Admiral Yuan Yubai as commander of the Southern TC and air force
General Yi Xiaoguang as commander of the Central TC.85
Another effort to defuse potential opposition involves ensuring
that those officers and NCOs who will lose their positions as part of the
300,000-person downsizing of the PLA will receive pensions, civilian jobs,
and compensation to which they are entitled. Two PLA National Defense
University researchers published an article in the PLA Daily warning that
salary and pension issues needed to be addressed properly to ensure that
military downsizing did not destabilize the military and society.86 The
PLA has learned important lessons from previous force reductions and has
codified the benefits that conscripts, NCOs, and officers should receive,
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which vary based on status, years of service, and how they separate from
the PLA.87 Challenges include allocating sufficient resources to pay earned
benefits, ensuring that local officials fulfill their responsibilities to provide
benefits to PLA veterans, and pressuring state-owned enterprises and local
government offices to fulfill their responsibility to provide civilian jobs to
PLA veterans who are entitled to them.
One aspect of the reforms gives responsibility for veterans affairs to the
new CMC Organ Affairs General Management Bureau.88 Senior leaders,
including Xi, have repeatedly stressed the importance of local officials fulfilling their obligations to veterans.89 These measures, and the establishment of a
new Ministry for Veterans Affairs in March 2018, are efforts to demonstrate
the Party’s commitment to take better care of downsized soldiers than in the
past.90 The October 11, 2017, protest by disgruntled PLA veterans in front of
the Ba Yi building serves as a vivid reminder of the potential for veterans to
engage in embarrassing and politically sensitive protests.91 (See the chapter by
Ma and Chen in this volume for more details on the force reduction process.)
Enlist Support from Reform Winners
Generally speaking, the navy, air force, and rocket force are likely to be the
organizational winners from PLA reforms. They have already benefited
from an increased share of the PLA budget since 2004 and are likely to be
protected from significant force cuts in the 300,000-person downsizing
and may even increase their size. Although the army dominated the initial
theater command senior leadership and the senior CMC staff, the emphasis
on jointness in the reforms created opportunities for the other services to
increase their policy influence and their share of senior officer positions.
One early indicator was the number of air force and navy officers in theater deputy commander positions. In the pre-reform system, air force and
navy officers held only 10 of the 32 MR deputy commander positions, the
minimum possible given air force and navy responsibility for commanding
seven MR air forces and three fleets.92 After the reforms, officers from those
services occupied 16 of 31 deputy commander positions in the five theaters.93
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As noted above, a navy officer subsequently became commander of the
Southern TC and an air force officer was named as Central TC commander.
Use Threat of Corruption Investigations to Intimidate and
Punish Opponents
Investigations into former CMC vice chairmen Guo Boxiong and Xu Caihou not only revealed their complicity in corruption on a massive scale
but also confirmed the widespread practice of PLA officers paying large
bribes for promotion to senior positions. This suggests that most senior
PLA officers are vulnerable to corruption investigations that would reveal
their complicity in the pay-to-play promotion system. However, in the initial phases of the reform, anti-corruption investigations focused primarily
on the logistics and political systems (which, along with military district
commands, offer the most opportunities for corruption). Senior PLA operational commanders were largely spared (with the potential exception of
some officers with close ties to Guo, Xu, and the network run by Bo Xilai
and Zhou Yongkang). Nevertheless, the threat of investigation is a potent
tool to intimidate or remove any officers who might obstruct reform efforts
or show insufficient loyalty to Xi Jinping.94 Once the organizational reforms
were implemented, Xi demonstrated his willingness to use this tool by
launching corruption investigations into then CMC Joint Staff director
Fang Fenghui and then CMC Political Work director Zhang Yang.95
Use Control over Promotions to Reward Allies and Supporters of Reforms
Guo and Xu were evidently able to extract such large bribes for positions
because Hu Jintao was not actively involved in the promotion and selection process, essentially rubber-stamping decisions made by the CMC
vice chairmen. Conversely, Xi Jinping appears to be significantly more
engaged in the promotion and assignment process, and reportedly conducts
interviews with candidates for senior military positions.96 Xi’s personal
engagement in the selection process provides opportunities to place supporters of reforms in key positions and to reward officers with whom
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he has close ties or who display personal loyalty to his leadership.97 This
approach would be consistent with his broader approach to civilian personnel appointments within the Party and government. The reshuffle of
senior PLA officers in the runup to the 19th Party Congress in 2017 provides
additional evidence of Xi’s involvement in PLA personnel decisions (see the
chapter by McFadden, Fassler, and Godby in this volume for an analysis).

Conclusion
The previous section indicates that Xi has an extensive range of tools to
influence the PLA and suggests that he employed a reasonably coherent
and phased political strategy to push the reforms through. How effective
will he be in pursuing the long-term goals of building a PLA with a stronger
joint operations capability that can fight and win informationized wars and
strengthening CCP control over the PLA?
One starting point is to ask whether Xi’s objectives are compatible
with the interests and goals of senior PLA leaders.98 Despite the potential
negative impact on some organizational and individual interests, there
is likely considerable support within the PLA leadership for reforms that
will improve PLA combat capability. The organizational reforms draw
upon insights from the PLA’s study of foreign military operations and on
theoretical study of the nature of modern war.99 Moreover, senior PLA
leaders were involved in drawing up the details of the military reforms,
which appear to incorporate some compromises to protect the interests of
individual leaders, major organizations, and those soldiers who will be let
go as part of the military restructuring.
Conversely, Xi’s efforts to strengthen Party control will reduce the
autonomy of the PLA as an institution and potentially have some negative
effects on both operational effectiveness and on the organizational and
personal interests of PLA leaders. Will the increased emphasis on political
work interfere with efforts to build a more operationally effective PLA?
Every hour spent on political education is 1 hour less spent on training,
so some tradeoffs are inevitable. Will the emphasis on regularization and
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stronger supervisory mechanisms lead to paralysis or disruption in major
parts of the PLA, especially if the anti-corruption campaign continues
indefinitely as an instrument of Xi’s personal control?
At a more fundamental level, can efforts to use political work to rekindle
the ideological flame of belief in Marxism-Leninism succeed? Senior PLA
officers have been willing to say the correct slogans and swear their loyalty to
the Party and to Xi as the core leader of the Party. But formal compliance is
not the same as genuine belief, and may not produce better behavior over the
long term or loyalty to the Party in a political crisis. Moreover, the hypocrisy
of CCP leaders pursuing an anti-corruption campaign when their own family
members have amassed fortunes by trading on their political connections will
likely undermine efforts to produce cleaner governance.100
The CCP’s insistence on reiterating the principle of absolute loyalty
to the Party suggests that CCP leaders themselves are not fully confident
about PLA loyalty. If the means of ensuring objective control over the
PLA require a high degree of subjective control (in the form of ideological
belief by those officers doing the supervision) to be effective, then Xi’s
efforts to improve supervisory mechanisms may not succeed.101 Even if
these measures are effective in the short term, they will require continued
high-level attention from Xi himself. This could become a problem in
the future if Xi’s attention gets drawn away to deal with other pressing
challenges. A permanent anti-corruption campaign, like the permanent
revolution Mao called for during the Cultural Revolution, is likely to be
highly disruptive.
The PLA reforms are still a work in progress, and the PLA is engaged
in figuring out how to make its new joint C2 system work. Knowledgeable
observers differ in their assessments of whether the reforms are likely to
make a significant difference in operational effectiveness.102 Observing the
PLA’s progress in building an effective joint operations capability that can,
as Xi Jinping says, “fight and win wars,” will be challenging, especially in
the absence of actual combat, but at least there will be some exercises and
operations to observe and some tangible indicators of progress.103
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Assessing Xi’s efforts to reassert Party control over the PLA will be
much more difficult. Senior PLA officers are likely to say the right things;
any officers who refuse to profess loyalty to the Party and to Xi will not
last long. But the real test would only come in a major political crisis or if
the CCP’s efforts to maintain economic growth and to achieve nationalist
goals falter. Until then, our assessment that the reforms are more likely to
succeed in improving PLA operational performance than in reasserting
CCP control over the military must remain a tentative judgment.
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